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This Mine of Mine
Students build plots of land that contain coal deposits, mine the coal, then reclaim the land and explore the
use of coal to produce energy.

Grade Level:
n Elementary

Subject Areas:
n Science
n Social Studies
n Language Arts
n Technology
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Correlations to National Science Education Standards: Grades K-4
This book has been correlated to National Science Education Content Standards.
For correlations to individual state standards, visit www.NEED.org.

Content Standard A | Science as Inquiry

 Abilities Necessary to do Scientific Inquiry

 Ask a question about objects, organisms, and events in the
environment.

 Abilities of Technological Design
 Identify a simple problem.
 Propose a solution.

 Plan and conduct a simple investigation.

 Implementing proposed solutions.

 Employ simple equipment and tools to gather data and extend
the senses.

 Evaluate a product or design.

 Use data to construct a reasonable explanation.
 Communicate investigations and explanations.

 Understandings About Scientific Inquiry

 Scientific investigations involve asking and answering a
question and comparing the answer with what scientists
already know about the world.
 Scientists use different kinds of investigations depending on
the questions they are trying to answer. Types of investigations
include describing objects, events, and organisms; classifying
them; and doing a fair test (experimenting).
 Simple instruments, such as magnifiers, thermometers, and
rulers, provide more information than scientists obtain using
only their senses.
 Scientists develop explanations using observations (evidence)
and what they already know about the world (scientific
knowledge). Good explanations are based on evidence from
investigations.
 Scientists make the results of their investigations public; they
describe the investigations in ways that enable others to repeat
the investigations.
 Scientists review and ask questions about the results of other
scientists’ work.

Content Standard B | Physical Science
 Position and Motion of Objects

 The position of an object can be described by locating it
relative to another object or the background.
 The position and motion of objects can be changed by pushing
or pulling. The size of the change is related to the strength of
the push or pull.

Content Standard D | Earth and Space Science

 Changes in the Earth and Sky

 Weather changes from day to day and over the seasons.
Weather can be described by measurable quantities, such as
temperature, wind direction and speed, and precipitation.

4

Content Standard E | Science and technology

 Communicate a problem, design, and solution.

 Understandings About Science and Technology

 People have always had problems and invented tools and
techniques (ways of doing something) to solve problems.
 Scientists and engineers often work in teams with different
individuals doing different things that contribute to the results.
 Tools help scientists make better observations, measurements,
and equipment for investigations. They help scientists see,
measure, and do things that they could not otherwise see,
measure, and do.

Content Standard F | Science in Personal and Social
Perspectives
 Types of Resources

 Resources are things we get from the living and nonliving
environment to meet the needs and wants of a population.
 The supply of many resources is limited. If used, resources can
be extended through recycling and decreased use.

 Science and Technology in Local Challenges

 People continue inventing new ways of doing things,
solving problems, and getting work done. New ideas and
inventions often affect other people; sometimes the effects
are good and sometimes they are bad. It is helpful to try to
determine in advance how ideas and inventions will affect

other people.

Content Standard G | History and nature of science

 Science as a Human Endeavor

 Science and technology have been practiced by people for a
long time.
 Although men and women using scientific inquiry have
learned much about the objects, events, and phenomena in
nature, much more remains to be understood. Science will
never be finished.
 Many people choose science as a career and devote their entire
lives to studying it. Many people derive great pleasure from
doing science.

This Mine of Mine

Correlations to National Science Education Standards: Grades 5-8
This book has been correlated to National Science Education Content Standards.
For correlations to individual state standards, visit www.NEED.org.

Content Standard A | Science as Inquiry

Content Standard E | Science and technology

 Abilities Necessary to do Scientific Inquiry

 Abilities of Technological Design

 Identify questions that can be answered through scientific
investigations.

 Identify appropriate problems for technological design.
 Design a solution or product.

 Design and conduct a scientific investigation.

 Implement a proposed design.

 Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze, and
interpret data.

 Evaluate completed technological designs or products.

 Develop descriptions, explanations, predictions, and models
using evidence.

 Communicate the process of technological design.

 Understandings About Science and Technology

 Scientific inquiry and technological design have similarities and
differences. Scientists propose explanations for questions about
the natural world, and engineers propose solutions relating to
human problems, needs, and aspirations.

 Think critically and logically to make the relationships between
evidence and explanations.
 Recognize and analyze alternative explanations and predictions.
 Communicate scientific procedures and explanations.

 Perfectly designed solutions do not exist. All technological
solutions have trade-offs, such as safety, cost, efficiency, and
appearance.

 Use mathematics in all aspects of scientific inquiry.

 Understandings About Scientific Inquiry

 Different kinds of questions suggest different kinds of scientific
investigations. Some investigations involve observing and
describing objects, organisms, or events; some involve
collecting specimens; some involve experiments; some involve
seeking more information; some involve discovery of new
objects and phenomena; and some involve making models.
 Mathematics is important in all aspects of scientific inquiry.
 Technology used to gather data enhances accuracy and allows
scientists to analyze and quantify results of investigations.
 Scientific explanations emphasize evidence, have logically
consistent arguments, and use scientific principles, models,
and theories. The scientific community accepts and uses such
explanations until displaced by better scientific ones. When
such displacement occurs, science advances.

 Technological designs have constraints. Some constraints are
unavoidable, for example, properties of materials, or effects
of weather and friction; other constraints limit choices in the
design, for example, environmental protection, human safety,
and aesthetics.

Content Standard G | history and nature of science
 Science as a Human Endeavor

 Science requires different abilities, depending on such factors
as the field of study and type of inquiry.

 History of Science

Content Standard B | Physical Science
 Transfer of Energy

 Energy is a property of many substances and is associated with
heat, light, electricity, mechanical motion, sound, nuclei, and
the nature of a chemical. Energy is transferred in many ways.

 In historical perspective, science has been practiced by different
individuals in different cultures.
 Tracing the history of science can show how difficult it was for
scientific innovators to break through the accepted ideas of
their time to reach the conclusions that we currently take for
granted.

 Heat moves in predictable ways, flowing from warmer objects
to cooler ones, until both reach the same temperature.
 The sun is a major source of energy for changes on the Earth’s
surface.

Content Standard D | Earth and Space Science

 Structure of the Earth System

 Global patterns of atmospheric movement influence local
weather. Oceans have a major effect on climate, because water
in the oceans holds a large amount of heat.

 Structure of the Earth System

 The sun is the major source of energy for pheomena on the
Earth's surface.
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Teacher Guide
Goal
To explore coal mining, reclamation, and uses of coal with a hands-on, demonstrative activity.

Introduction
This activity allows students to explore the formation, geology, recovery, and uses of coal, as well as the reclamation of coal mine sites. Using
sand, clay, soil, and rocks, students build a miniature plot of land containing coal deposits.
Students then learn about the surface mining method of recovering coal from the Earth, and practice the method on their plot of land. After
the coal is mined, students reclaim the plot of land and discuss how the coal is transported and used.

Grade Level
This activity is designed for students in grades 2-6.

Time Needed
Three class periods.

Materials Needed
Read entire procedure before purchasing supplies.
36
 Small plastic bowls
36
 Clear straws
36
 Plastic spoons
24
 Large plastic bowls
5
 lb. Bag of sand
5
 lb. Bag of small gray pebbles
5
 lb. Bag of small white pebbles
5
 lb. Bag of topsoil
5
 lbs. of Clay

50-100

Small pieces of coal, or large black pebbles representing
coal
1
 Small container of grass seed
Newspaper

to cover work areas
Grass,

leaves, and twigs
Container

to represent a dump truck or coal car
Class

set of NEED Elementary Energy Infobooks
Markers


Supplemental Materials:
NEED’s U.S. Energy Geography—Coal Basins map at www.NEED.org/maps
NEED’s Energy Stories and More

Preparation—Day One
1. Prepare a transparency or digital copy of Formation and Source Mining (pages 13 and 14) to project for the class.
2. Make copies of the Student Guide, Coal Chain, and Review for each student (pages 10-12).
3. Set up five work stations so that students will have access to all materials.
4. Cover the student work areas with newspaper.
5. Place one large bowl each of sand, gray pebbles, white pebbles, and topsoil at each station, as well as a portion of clay, a small bowl of
coal, and a plastic spoon. Hint: The activity is more successful if the sand is slightly moist—the consistency of brown sugar.

6
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Procedure—Day One
Land Development
1.

Have the students read the coal section of the Elementary Energy Infobook. Project the Formation master and discuss the formation of
coal. Also discuss its significance as an energy source in the United States, especially in the generation of electricity.

2.

Review the following vocabulary words:
coal:

a black mineral that can be burned for energy
mine

(verb): to remove natural resources from the ground by digging
surface

mining: removing layers of earth to recover a natural resource
natural

resource: something in nature that can be used to improve lives
reclamation:

returning disturbed land back to the way it was

3.

Explain to the students that they will build their own plots of land that contain coal deposits.

4.

Discuss how the Earth is made of layers of different materials. (See Geothermal section of infobook for a diagram of the three major
layers of the Earth.) In this activity, the layers in the crust are represented by sand, clay, soil, and pebbles.

5.

Provide each student with a small plastic bowl and spoon. Have the students write their names on the bottoms of the bowls with
markers, then send them to the work stations.

6.

Distribute the Student Guide worksheets and review the steps using the script below. The worksheets do not include the exact same
script or the explanation of geological layers as described below:
Get
 a lump of clay about the size of a lemon.
Roll

the clay flat and press it into the bottom of your container.
This represents the clay layer in the Earth.
Place

one spoonful of coal on an area of the clay and flatten it. (This coal layer should not be distributed evenly throughout the clay;
it should take up only a small area of the clay.)
This represents a seam of coal on top of the clay layer.
Spread

6 spoonfuls of gray pebbles on top of the coal. Make a hill with the pebbles.
This represents the shale that typically covers a layer of coal.
Spread

7 spoonfuls of white pebbles evenly in the container.
This represents a layer of limestone.
Spread

8 spoonfuls of gray pebbles evenly on top of the white pebbles.
This represents another layer of shale.
Spread

10 spoonfuls of sand evenly on top of the pebbles.
This represents sandy, rocky soil.
Spread

12 spoonfuls of topsoil evenly on top of the sand.
This represents fertile topsoil.
Use

cut grass, leaves, and twigs to make fields and forests on your plot of land.

7.

After the students have finished their plots of land, have them clean up and store them until tomorrow. The topsoil, grass seeds, and
spoons will be needed again.

8.

Review and discuss how the Earth is made of layers of different types of rocks, topsoil, clay, and water. Some of these layers contain
natural resources that we use for many different things. Have the students look at the geothermal section in the infobooks to see the
diagram of the Earth’s layers.
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Preparation—Day Two
1.

Set up and cover work stations with newspaper and put bowls of topsoil and grass seed at each station. Place clear drinking straws
and spoons at each station.

Procedure—Day Two
Geology and Mining
1.

Discuss with the students things they use that are made from natural resources found underground, such as:
pencils

made from graphite
jewelry

made from gold, silver, gemstones
plastic

items made from petroleum
nylon

and polyester clothes made from petroleum
anything

metal
coal

used to generate electricity
natural

gas, petroleum, and uranium used to generate electricity
steam

from geysers—geothermal energy

2.

Discuss how we remove coal and other natural resources buried in the Earth, using the Source Mining transparency.
Make a KWL Chart about mining. On a chart, chalkboard, or digital document draw a table with three columns. Label the columns K,
W, and L.
The K stands for 'Know'. Ask what the students know about mining, and record their responses in the K column.
The W stands for 'Want to Know.' Ask what the students want to know about mining, and record the responses in the W column. Tell
the students they can add to this column at any time.
The L stands for 'Learned.' Leave the L column blank. The students will add to this column during and after the activity as they learn
new information.

3.

Have students retrieve their plots of land and return to the work stations. Explain that they will be mining the coal from their plots of
land.

4.

Instruct the students to take core samples of their plots, using drinking straws to carefully probe the soil. Explain how to cover the end
of the straw with a finger and carefully remove the straw to look at its contents. If the pebbles are too large, this step of the activity
will not work.

5.

The students must use their spoons to carefully remove each layer of grass, sand, and pebbles, placing each layer in a separate pile on
the newspaper. This simulates the use of bulldozers and other machines to move layers of Earth.

6.

When the coal layer is reached, the spoons should be used to remove the coal. Have the students place the coal in the coal container
you designate. A toy dump truck or train car works nicely.

7.

When the mining is complete, discuss with the students what they have learned in the mining process and what questions they still
have. Have students add to the W and L columns on the KWL chart.

Reclamation

8

1.

Discuss with the students whether or not they should leave the plots of land as they are after mining. Introduce the concept of
reclamation. By law, real mine sites must be restored to a state that is as good as, or better than, it was before mining.

2.

Direct the students to reclaim their plots of land. They should replace all of the layers so that they are the same as they were before
the land was mined, except for the grass, leaves, and twigs, which must be thrown away because they are dead. New growing things
must be planted.

3.

When they have replaced the dirt layer, have them sprinkle two pinches of grass seed onto the soil, then cover the seeds with a layer
of topsoil. Have them water the soil and place the plots of land in a sunny area.
This Mine of Mine

4.

After the work stations have been cleaned, bring the class together to discuss the reclamation process and add to the KWL chart. Lead
the discussion by asking the following questions:
Was it easy to replace each layer exactly as it was? Reclamation is difficult and expensive. Imagine if the plots of land in our experiment
were as big as our playground! It would take time and effort to replace the land.
Why is it important to reclaim mined land? The resources we get from the Earth are important to our lives. The environment that
surrounds and covers those resources is equally important. It is our responsibility to return the land to a state that is as good as, or
better than, it was before we removed the resources.
What happens when land is not reclaimed? What did our room look like right after we had mined our coal? It was a mess! We couldn’t
use it for the things we needed to do in our room. We needed to clean it up so that it was useful to us again. It is important to respect
the Earth. Land that is not reclaimed ends up being an empty pit. It is ugly, can’t be used, and can sometimes be dangerous. Reclaimed
land can be used for farmland, camping, lakes, planting trees, livestock grazing, homes, golf courses, and many other things.
Could you plant trees and build homes on the site as soon as the Earth is reclaimed? It depends on many factors. The depth of
the mine, the weather, and the type of soil in the mine can affect how long it takes before the land to be used for planting trees and
building safe structures. Have the students compare how their plots looked before and after they added water.

Procedure—Day Three
1.

Have the students add to the W and L columns of the KWL chart the things they learned about reclamation in the previous day's
activity, and things the activity made them want to know more about.

2.

Discuss and/or demonstrate what happens to coal after it is mined: The coal is transported by train, barge, or truck to the power
plant; the coal is cleaned of impurities; the coal is burned in the boiler of the power plant; the heat from the burning coal is used to
heat water into steam; the steam rushes through a pipe and spins a turbine; the turbine is connected to a generator that produces
electricity; the electricity travels by power lines to businesses and homes.

3.

Have the students complete the Coal Chain activity (page 11).

4.

Use A Cool Coal Story in NEED’s Energy Stories and More to have students act out the formation and mining of coal, and its use to
generate electricity.

5.

Review the KWL chart and have students complete the Review (page 12).

6.

Evaluate the activity with the students using the Evaluation Form (page 15), and mail or fax the evaluation to NEED.

Extensions
1.

Invite a representative from a local coal company or electric utility to the classroom to discuss the coal industry and help the students
answer more of the W questions on the KWL chart.

2.

Have the students precisely measure all of the materials used in their plots of land by weight or volume, or both, and record the data
before and after the activity.

3.

Have the students draw maps of their plots, showing where the coal is located.

4.

(For older students) Rather than providing copies of page 10, give students blank cross-sections of plots and have them label and color
the layers. Instruct the students to use their diagrams during the reclamation activity.

5.

Search NEED's Energy Booklist for fiction and non-fiction titles about coal and mining.
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Student Guide
Follow these steps to build your plot of land. Check off each step in the box on the left as you do it.

 Get a lump of clay about the size of a lemon.
 Flatten the clay into the bottom of your container.
 Place 1 spoonful of coal in any area of the clay and spread it flat.
 Spread 6 spoonfuls of gray pebbles over the coal, making a small hill.
 Spread 7 spoonfuls of white pebbles evenly into the container.
 Spread 8 spoonfuls of gray pebbles evenly into the container.
 Spread 10 spoonfuls of sand evenly into the container.
 Spread 12 spoonfuls of topsoil evenly into the container.
 Use cut grass, leaves, and twigs to make fields and forests on the top.

This is what your plot of land should look like:

grass & twigs
topsoil
sand
gray pebbles
white pebbles
gray pebbles
coal
clay
10
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Coal Chain
Number the circles from 1 to 6 to show the chain of coal from its formation to its use in your home. On a separate page,
write a sentence to explain each number.

©2012 The NEED Project
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Review
Answer each question with a complete sentence.
1. What is a natural resource?

2. Why is coal a natural resource?

3. How was coal formed?

4. Where do we find coal?

5. How do we get coal?

6. Why is it important to reclaim land after it is mined?

7. How do we use the energy in coal?

12
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*This diagram shows deep coal mining. Coal formations can also be
found close to the surface. This coal is mined by surface mining.
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MASTER

Source Mining
Surface Mining

Deep Mining
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Evaluation Form
State: ___________ Grade Level: ___________ Number of Students: __________
1. Did you conduct the entire activity?



Yes



No

2. Were the instructions clear and easy to follow?



Yes



No

3. Did the activity meet your academic objectives?



Yes



No

4. Was the activity age appropriate?



Yes



No

5. Was the allotted time sufficient to conduct the activity?



Yes



No

6. Was the activity easy to use?



Yes



No

7. Was the preparation required acceptable for the activity?



Yes



No

8. Were the students interested and motivated?



Yes



No

9. Was the energy knowledge content age appropriate?



Yes



No

10. Would you teach this activity again?
Please explain any ‘no’ statement below.



Yes



No

How would you rate the activity overall?



excellent



good



fair



poor

How would your students rate the activity overall? 

excellent



good



fair



poor

What would make the activity more useful to you?

Other Comments:

Please fax or mail to: The NEED Project
P.O. Box 10101
Manassas, VA 20108
FAX: 1-800-847-1820
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